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8.434+/- UNRESTRICTED ACRES ON LAKE CONROE & FM 830! 
FOR SALE - $2,571,695 

***8.434 ACRES CAN BE DIVIDED AT $304,919 PER ACRE! *** 

12159 FM 830  
WILLIS, TX 77318 

 

Unrestricted 8.434 Acres on Lake Conroe located on FM 830! *** Can Be Divided! *** Rare property! 

Only 5 minutes from I-45 and close to town! Perfect for multiple developments! Convenient location 

in a heavy growth area with high visibility! 404 Ft of frontage on FM 830! No other property like this 

on Lake Conroe!  

**Survey on Page 3 and Offer Instructions on Page 4 of This Flyer** 

CONTACT ROBERT GRAHAM FOR MORE DETAILS AT (936) 672-2087! 
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 ADDITIONAL PHOTOS & FLOOD MAP 
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SURVEY 
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OFFER INSTRUCTIONS 

Christie Herrin – Texas Title Company Phone: (936) 267-4122 
3710 W Davis Street, Conroe, TX 77304 Email: cherrin@texastitle.com 

 

Keith Bilski 
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robert@rgteamtx.com 


